the improvement in computational power recently takes a parallel approach (Asanovíc et al., 2006; Christophe et al., 2011) . Parallel processing techniques have been developed continuously for improving the performance of image processing along with the development of the computational power. However, entering the twenty-first century, semiconductor scaling limits, electrical power ceiling and exothermic problems have been in the way against the growth of single-core microprocessors.
Because of this, most semiconductor vendors turn instead to multicore-chip organizations. A case in actual-industry is that the computing vendor changed procedure in 2005 when Intel followed the lead of IBM's Power 4 and Sun Microsystems Niagara processor announced that its high performance microprocessors would henceforth rely on multiple processors or cores (Asanovíc et al., 2006) . Multicore will obviously help program workloads which contain a mix of independent sequential tasks, even though the benefits of multicore can only be realized when the programmer or compiler explicitly parallelizes the software.
Recent tendency of Graphics Processing Unit
(GPU) has gained great popularity in the field of high-performance processing for scientific and engineering applications such as image processing (Song et al., 2011) . As shown simple example in Fig.   1 , recently available high-end GPU has hundreds of computing cores meanwhile mainstream Central Processing Unit (CPU) has quad cores only. GPUbased desktop computer's advantage of low cost, compact size hardware, high memory bandwidth and high parallelism are what make this system an appealing alternative to massively parallel system made up of commodity CPUs (Lindholm et al., 2008) . In this context, GPUs become attractive because they offer considerable material even for non-visual, general-purpose computations. In fact, GPUs are really multicore processors, with hundreds of processing units (Che et al., 2008) . At the present stage, high-end graphics manufactures are connected to GPU library, i.e., NVIDIA's CUDA and ATI's STREAM for efficient parallel processing. In order to improve a performance of image processing offered by CPU, we can propose the parallelism by using GPU library.
When it appeared, the floating-point computing power has grown beyond the rate of Moore's Law (Owens et al., 2005) , for example, the existing NVIDIA Geforce GTX 680 has a single-precision floating-point computing power up to 3.08 Terra FLoating-point Operations Per Second (TFLOPS).
GPU for general-purpose computing has the following advantages (Zhao and Jhou, 2011) . First, a large number of parallel cores, which can provide more computing resources than CPU. Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) represents the coprocessor as a device that can run a large number of threads. Second, high memory bandwidth, which can get a higher data throughput than CPU. Third, little thread switching overhead, so a lot of threads can be quickly executed.
A good example for GPU parallelism programming language CUDA is given in NVIDIA.
CUDA has remarkably increased programmability to escape from classical General-Purpose computing on Graphics Processing Units (GPGPU) way of transformation to graphics Application Programming Interface (API), for example Open Graphics Library (OpenGL) and DirectX (Kessenich et al., 2012) . If one wants to overcome the previously mentioned limitations, one can run some code on GPU while developing applications, using the programming language. Our goal in this paper inspired by CUDA is to examine the effectiveness of CUDA as a tool to express parallel computation with performance characteristics on GPU. And we propose a new Korean Journal of Remote Sensing, Vol.28, No.6, 2012 platform in this study for improving the speed of high-resolution satellite image data processing. using hardware masking until they are reconverted.
CUDA Overview
Different warps in a thread block need not operate in lockstep, but if threads within a warp follow divergent paths, only threads on the same path can be executed simultaneously (Che et al., 2008) . NVIDIA provides the occupancy calculator for the userfriendliness (NVIDIA, 2012a).
Methodology
This chapter is evaluating the degree of performance improvement for high-resolution image processing using GPU. In this study, we measured the processing speed for thread-block model and image size changing. Experiments for the optimization of the performance differences depending on the configuration of blocks and threads are needed due to the nature of parallel processing to use a GPU. We measure each processing speed changing the size of images.
In our experiment, we tested the speed of both the CPU and GPU versions of the conversion to Landsat-7 ETM+ spectral radiance calibration algorithm.
During radiometric calibration, pixel values from raw, unprocessed imaged data are converted to units of absolute spectral radiance using 32-bit floatingpoint calculations (Markham et al., 2004) . The absolute radiance values are scaled to 8-bit numbers representing before output to distribution media.
Conversion from Q cal in Level1 products back to ETM+ sensor spectral radiance (L l ) requires knowledge of the lower and upper limit of the original rescaling factors. The following equation is used to perform the Q cal -to-L l conversion for Level 1 products (Chander et al., 2009) :
equation's element G rescale and B rescale can be expressed as follows:
and
The meaning of the equation elements and
Korean Journal of Remote Sensing, Vol.28, No.6, 2012 -686- measure units are shown in Table 1 . Other elements data to post-calibration dynamic ranges, and mean solar irradiance is given in Markham et al. (2004) .
Landsat-7 ETM+ sensor has a spatial resolution of 30 m for the six reflective bands, 60m for the thermal band, and includes a panchromatic band with a 15 m resolution.
If one wants to use the NVIDIA's GPU library, CUDA, the CPU host code and the GPU kernel code will be needed. Host code is responsible for the role of overall handling such as GPU variable declarations, initialization, and kernel code execution.
In this paper, the kernel code is executed by the internal threads in the GPU at the same time for operations that convert the digital number values of the image processing. This system is called the kernel function in the host code using variable thread and block for parallel processing. In this study, we are tested performance using single core at CPU but using hundreds of Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU)
at GPU for parallelization.
When remote sensing imagery is processed by calibration algorithm, the image region will be tested overall source codes are the same in both cases at CPU and GPU except for measuring performance of the above algorithm. Table 2 shows the development environment of our experiment.
Experimental Results
GTX 550Ti belongs to NVIDIA's mainstream graphics card, but it prominently improves processing speed. CUDA affects the performance, depending on the configuration of the thread and block. We need to consider observation of speed changes according to the configuration of thread and block to find the optimal combination of performance improvement.
In this study, we were experiment through a two-step to find the optimal model. Firstly, we were performance comparison based on the optimal model found using occupancy-calculator provided by CUDA with CPU. Secondly, we were found optimal model through performance comparison by change of the model structure.
First, optimal thread block model was applied using the occupancy calculator provided by NVIDIA.
Occupancy calculator running results were shown in -688- operations handling the pixel value. The GPU parallelization method can be applied to remotely sensed data to improve processing performance.
Second, Table 3 shows the results for the processing time of the CPU and GPU depending on thread-block model. The processing time in Table 3 better than based on CPU.
Conclusion
To process high resolution imagery using general methods on standard computing environment is The data transfer rate lower than processing speed was one of the old problems of parallel system, and the problem still exists in a GPU parallel system.
Simultaneously using multiple processors can handle large amounts of data and, of course, are faster.
However it is difficult to achieve the desired speedup due to data bottlenecks. In this paper, we conducted experiments changing the threads-block model in order to minimize these problems. In this study, it didn't show a big speed improvement compared with the C programming because processing performed by the GPU kernel function is relatively simple.
However, it is clearly demonstrated the speed improvements.
As mentioned above, the GPU parallelization of CUDA is more efficient to overcoming repeatability of the work than the complexity of algorithm.
However, the advantage from this massive parallelization requires one to carefully select those algorithms which fit well in the GPU computing architecture, identify the critical sections to optimize, and look closely at how things are implemented.
Also, we can be made in that direction by proposing a mechanism to switch seamlessly from CPU to GPU versions of algorithms depending on available hardware. In the future, a meaningful research for optimizing the performance of CUDA will be considered.
